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Q3 Do you have an elementary age child who is eligible for the Level IV
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80.63% 333
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Q5 Based on the information presented in the community meetings and
posted on the FCPS website, do you support the opening of an AAP

Level IV Center at Bush Hill Elementary School?
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Q7 If you have additional feedback you would like to provide, please
provide your comments below.

Answered: 94 Skipped: 352

# RESPONSES DATE

1 This has the appearance of discrimination. SPringfield Estates is newly remodeled and Bush Hill is
not ready for more students. It’s discrimation to send economically disadvantaged children to a
school in need of work rather than a nice newer school. There needs to be more preparation.
School Board should not approve either option and FCPS ahold be ashamed for even proposing
this.

11/22/2017 9:24 PM

2 I have a kid that is at SEES in the AAP program and was hoping that if my second kid was eligible
that she would also go to SEES. I was told that this was not an option. If this option was including
I would support another AAP center at Bush Hill.

11/22/2017 7:59 PM

3 The "One Fairfax Policy" is EXACTLY why students shouldn't be divided into the more
economically advantaged SEES cluster and the economically disadvantaged Bush Hill cluster.
Fairfax County schools must promote equity, which is better provided with a larger group of
students being brought together from a larger area of the county. It provides a broader range of
diversity (i.e. not just white students versus students of color, but also diversity within
races/ethnicities/religions). It would be inequitable for the AAP centers to be separated as
proposed.

11/22/2017 1:11 PM

4 Starting up a quality AAP program does not happen overnight and can not be forced. If this has to
happen, I would like the third option to allow rising student to go to Springfield Estates until a full
set of volunteer students go through the program. I feel this is another waste of funds by the
school district! Spring field estates is a quality school and just completed a remodel to handle this.
Bush hill has not the ability to handle more student, nor does the roadways and intersections have
the ability to handle additional traffic. This will require more busses and more resources that the
county can not afford. This should not happen! This should at least wait until bush hill can be
expanded and remodel and the county upgrade roadways.

11/21/2017 10:29 PM

5 I don't think it's a good idea to have students switch schools for a second time in as many years
and I think removing students from the current 3rd grade classes at SEES will have a negative
effect

11/21/2017 7:48 PM

6 Either option is acceptable 11/18/2017 9:12 AM

7 Please bring a center to The Edison pyramid 11/17/2017 6:32 PM

8 I think a gradual progression would be beneficial to all involved. 11/16/2017 9:37 PM

9 Overall I support the program, but I believe there are some big issues that will affect BHES as well
as the community surrounding it that have not been addressed. For instance, with the increased
traffic what is the plan to keep the children walking or biking safe? Westchester is already at a
stand still during drop off and pick up and adding more cars and buses will only exacerbate the
issue. In the past we've been told nothing can be done about it, but I don't think that's an
acceptable solution. In addition to that, what is the plan for future classroom space? Will BHES
have a build out, or will trailers be brought in? Has any thought been put into what the effects will
be of nearly doubling the student population to the existing students? The entire process feels
rushed. Has enough long-term thinking been put into this? I think it's imperative that a meeting
with just the BHES parents take place to have an open forum to ask questions and get answers.
As of now the meetings haven't really allowed for anyone to ask questions and get answers/

11/16/2017 1:29 PM
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10 While I put that I support this program I have several concerns that have yet to be addressed
despite asking directly at the meeting I attended. It seems there is very little actual logistical
planning that has occurred to allow this to transition. I think that implementation of the program
should be pushed off another 1-2 years while logistical planning and preparations can be made to
ensure the best possible outcome for current BHES students as well as those attending AAP.
Listed are specific concerns/questions: 1.We were told a minimum of 2 classes per each grade
would be added. Is there a way to make a maximum to protect us from over-crowding? (Ie can we
limit it to just 2 classes per grade) 2.Currently lunches already run from 11 am through 2 pm, that
leaves some students eating within 2 hours of school starting and other eating within 2 hours of
school ending, leaving them a much longer stretch either before or after they eat. Can our
Cafeteria handle more kids per lunch session, or would we be adding additional lunch times
pushing some kids lunch times even earlier/later in the day? 3.The pick-up line for end of the day
is already very long and ineffective…especially in bad weather. Several parents with students at
SEES now told me they prefer to drive their kids to avoid longer bus rides due to transfers. How
will we accommodate 200 more prospective students during this time (even if half choose to be
bused, that is 100 more cars in pick up line). Traffic patterns around the school are unsafe and
backed up already and we have been told there are NO options to alleviate that already existing
issue. 4.It states that the plan to have enough physical capacity to house the additional 200+
students is going to be with a “modular unit”. Where will this unit be placed? Will it take away field
and playground space from the students? What classes will be housed in it? Modular classrooms
(for multiple reasons) are absolutely NOT safe, especially for young elementary students. Is there
any other option being considered? (ie could the preschool we house be moved to another school
to allow more in school classroom availability?) Will the modular unit be a long term solution or will
it just be while Bush Hill undergoes construction to add more in-school classroom space? 5.As of
right now the slide show shows that we have 103 spots available for 220 students projected in this
program implementation. We are basically overcrowded just by accepting the program. Is there a
plan or are they in the process of identifying a school in the Hayfield Pyramid that will eventually
take over their AAP students so that we don’t get to a point of even more over-crowding? What is
the time line on that transition if there is one? 6.The projections that are currently being used could
be considered inaccurate since it has been said that several students have declined the program
in recent years due to the over-crowding at SEES. With Bush Hill as an option it is likely that
enrollment in the program will increase and we will actually see higher numbers. Does anyone
have more relevant numbers such as how many students actually qualified instead of just those
that chose to attend? 7.This program (once fully implemented) would bring us from 470 students to
almost 700 students. That is a 40% increase in student body. The information and answers I have
seen given seem to only focus on classroom availability and adding a “modular unit.” But I have
seen very little information provided about logistics of how such a fast growth will be handled. As
mentioned above issues such as the kiss and ride lines, lunch and cafeteria capacities, playground
times and capacities (especially if they are losing open space to a trailer), among other issues
need to be addressed. I think a meeting for BHES only meeting needs to be held to discuss direct
concerns of us at the school without non-BHES people present.

11/16/2017 1:10 PM

11 Continuing to have to send our two children to two different elementary schools, and participate in
two different elementary school communities, is a hardship. We were hoping our children could
again be at one school. SEES is newly remodeled; Bush Hill is in need of a remodel. It seems
discriminatory to send the relatively poorer cohort of students in the proposed area (East of Bush
Hill) to Bush Hill and the wealthier group of students (West of Bush Hill) to SEES. Bush Hill is not
much closer to our home (Mt. Eagle) than SEES. Bush Hill's cafeteria is not appropriately sized for
the number of children who would attend the school. I suspect other resources are similarly
undersized. There is not appropriate space in Bush Hill, and portable classrooms will have to be
added. Portable classrooms are unsafe in inclement weather and during police activity. I heard
from current Bush Hill parents that the pick-up line after school already takes FAR too long and will
be impossibly long if more students are added. Bush Hill bus circle is too small to accommodate
the anticipated number of buses. There's no traffic light at the Franconia Road intersections, which
will be perilous for additional cars and buses turning left into and out of roads leading to Bush Hill.
Public bus service to Bush Hill area is much more limited than to SEES area. First cohort of
students will have a much smaller AAP peer community, which is a disadvantage over existing
AAP centers. I'm dubious that a new, small AAP center would have same resources (experienced
AAP and specials teachers, etc.) as a larger, established AAP center. Principal stated she is
obtaining AAP certification but has no experience running an AAP center.

11/15/2017 5:37 PM

12 We have twins who will be attending Bush Hill and keeping them within the same school is better. I
also had a child who was eligible previously, but the travel was extremely difficult to manage.
There are a number of issues, travel/commuting/friendships/PTA involvement/etc all of which
illustrate the need to keep Level IV participation at Bush Hill as the BEST option.

11/13/2017 1:42 PM
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13 Option 2 seems like a bad idea. For 2018, allowing 4th graders to choose between staying at
SEES or moving to Bush Hill will result in two schools with partial enrollment. I'm sure this also
creates a more complicated transportation issue. AAP at Bush Hill should be phased in by year,
but it should be implemented 100% by grade.

11/13/2017 11:32 AM

14 It is time to have a designated an AAP Level IV at Bush Hill. 11/13/2017 1:16 AM

15 Can't say enough good things about the administration and staff at BHES. It's the clear choice. 11/12/2017 4:13 PM

16 We are excited about this wonderful opportunity & feel it will help a lot of people in the community. 11/12/2017 1:21 PM

17 My child will age out, however, I attended the community meeting and Bush Hill comes off as a
more family oriented school. I believe SEES population is too large to provide the nurturing needed
especially in the 3rd grade. From my experience, having 2 kids go through, Level IV should start in
the 4th grade unless you have your most student focused teachers teaching 3rd grade. Yes to
Bush Hill. The Edison pyramid is more caring towards the children and families, creates better
school environments and has much more positive energy. SEES sub-par performance makes the
Level IV program seem overrated and unnecessary.

11/12/2017 11:26 AM

18 As a Bush Hill parent of current third graders on a general education track, I am saddened that this
proposal is being considered for my sons' school. We adore our school. Either "option" will change
our school and I have yet to see how it will benefit my boys' education. While there was a lovely
presentation on the overall AAP program and its goals and strategies, there was no information
offered on strategic planning for accommodating hundreds more students at Bush Hill. Act now,
think later ? The resources that my boys presently enjoy will be stretched and stretched to
absolutely no benefit to themselves since they are not AAP students. In fact, I fear that introducing
Level IV classes at Bush Hill will make them feel LESS THAN and that is a terrible feeling when
their school is supposed to be an encouraging environment of learning and discovery. (I wish we
could even debate the value of "center schools" but that doesn't appear part of the discussion.) I
am disappointed and I am angry that as a Bush Hill parent, I have not been presented with any
information about how my school will manage the logistics as well as the inclusion of Level IV
classes. I fear that it is typical of Level IV to disregard the interests on general education students
and parents.

11/12/2017 4:28 AM

19 Strongly support immediate opening of Bush hill as a level 4 center. Thanks 11/12/2017 12:03 AM

20 I would have liked my 3rd grader to have remained at his base school of Franconia and offered
such services there. 18 children qualified for Level IV at Franconia. It's hard now that he's already
switched to Springfield Estates to switch to another school that's not even his home school. It
would be my preference to keep him at Springfield but in future planning it would be helpful to give
students more options including providing such services at their home school.

11/10/2017 1:33 PM

21 Thrilled to hear that Bush Hill will be an option in the near future. 11/10/2017 1:26 PM

22 It is still unknown to the community as to how a small facility like Bush Hill Elementary can serve
as a Level IV center without displacing kids that already attend the school. Assuming 25 students
per grade and 4 grades, that is 100+ people that need to be added. Where will current BH students
go, and how will that impact property values in the community? Why not Clermont Elementary
where a Level IV local program already exists? Will the limited green space at BH, which is used
by the community, be covered with trailers? The community needs more information on this before
it is implemented.

11/10/2017 11:56 AM

23 I read the FAQs on the FCPS website. They are all directed on the impact of the students coming
to Bush Hill. What about the impact of the students who are currently at Bush Hill? I would like to
see FAQs posted about students who are currently at Bush Hill NOT seeking/planning on rising to
attend advance levels. What impact will this change have on those students/families? Have we
thought about them? Doesn't feel like it, honestly.

11/10/2017 9:30 AM

24 Will Bush Hill overlfow? Are there enough capacities (rooms, teachers,...) at Bush Hill to support
effective, tress free learning for more children? Note: I am a big supporter of opening a level IV
center at Bush Hill. It will raise the learning level.

11/10/2017 8:25 AM

25 My daughter had moved from RHES once before and now enjoys SEES. She really wants option
1.

11/10/2017 6:31 AM

26 Springfield Estates is very crowded. It is one reason we chose not to send our child to the center
school. It makes sense to pull the Edison pyramid children out of Springfield Estates and put them
in Bush Hill as soon as possible. Also, it is a long day for the kids and having them closer to their
homes makes sense to try to shorten their days and allow more time for after school activities or
homework.

11/10/2017 1:04 AM
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27 This a great proposal and about time. One question is about Level IV at Clermont and whether
those students will have to move.

11/10/2017 12:40 AM

28 Regardless of option 1 or 2, what are the budget implications for Bush Hill? Can more information
be provided regarding the resources available to support the transition?

11/9/2017 8:54 PM

29 In recent years, we have noticed the increase in population at Springfield Estates. I am concerned
with the increase in class size and potential decrease in quality of education and experience
received by our children. I support sending a portion of the AAP children to Bush Hill to alleviate
some of the overcrowding. I also think we should ensure that all other students attending
Springfield Estates are eligible to attend (i.e. actually live in the neighborhood/within boundary).

11/9/2017 3:06 PM

30 In recent years, we have noticed the increase in population at Springfield Estates. I am concerned
with the increase in class size and potential decrease in quality of education and experience
received by our children. In addition to sending some of the AAP children to Bush Hill, I would like
to also see more assurances that all children attending SEES are eligible (living in the
neighborhood/within boundary)

11/9/2017 2:58 PM

31 This is way overdue. Thank you for moving it forward. 11/9/2017 2:07 PM

32 Since my kids are in the Edison pyramid and not currently attending Springfield Estates- I have no
preference. Option 1 and 2 are exactly the same for my family's situation.

11/9/2017 1:54 PM

33 I do not supported the existence of AAP centers. Segregating children at this age is detrimental to
all students - those identified and those not identified as "gifted".

11/9/2017 1:00 PM

34 Please open. The distances for the advanced academics are too far. 11/9/2017 12:59 PM

35 Priority should be given for younger siblings deemed level IV eligible in the future to enroll in the
same level IV center as their older sibling for the duration.

11/9/2017 12:55 PM

36 If there is availability of qualified experienced teachers, you may choose to go with option 2. That's
may be a very determinantal factor.

11/9/2017 12:54 PM

37 I suppose I prefer option 2 because it allows for more flexibility for families, but I do wonder how
feasible it is for Bush Hill to open two grades of AAP classrooms right out of the gate. We are in
the Hayfield pyramid, so my children will stay at SEES either way, but the overcrowding at SEES is
definitely a concern. I absolutely support something being done to address the overcrowding, and
my strong preference would be for an additional center school over disbanding the center school
model and transitioning to local level IV at the base schools instead.

11/9/2017 12:49 PM

38 My reasons for Option 2: (1) Springfield Estates is so overcrowded the move should be expedited
and (2) many parents do not like to have their children so far from home (i.e., long bus rides) that it
is possible many will choose to do Bush Hill if it is a viable option.

11/9/2017 12:29 PM

39 Either Option is fine. Our family had a student at Springfield Estates previously and the
overcrowding is ridiculous and should not be allowed to continue. It affected all of the students
attending and in hindsight i think the rigor of the program suffered because of the overcrowding.

11/9/2017 11:29 AM

40 Would prefer AAP at home school. Franconia looses a whole classroom to AAP every year. 11/9/2017 11:28 AM

41 I support either option, depending on capacity at Bush Hill. 11/9/2017 11:12 AM

42 Once a student is established at SEES, I think it's best they have the option to continue attending
there OR move to the new center, if that's best for the family.

11/9/2017 11:08 AM

43 AAP class size at Springfield Estates is too large. A better teacher/student ratio is needed. 11/9/2017 11:00 AM

44 My 6th grade daughter has received Level IV services over the past few years at Clermont
Elementary. This is our neighborhood school and the opportunity to both send our child to our
neighborhood school and get Level IV services has been a great experience. We have a child in
the 2nd grade who may qualify for Level IV services in the future and we would love for her to have
the option to attend Clermont as a Level IV student. I selected making Bush Hill a Level IV school
because it is closer to Clermont and our home (and, therefore, might be an option we'd consider,
while we wouldn't consider Springfield Estates), but whether Bush Hill is made a Level IV school
or not, we would love it if Clermont continued its Level IV services.

11/9/2017 10:32 AM

45 If they are eligible for Level IV and Bush Hill is closer, why would they not be allowed to choose to
go to a school closer to their home?

11/9/2017 10:12 AM
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46 My daughter has not yet tested into the AAP but we are hoping she will. However, if Springfield
Estates is our only option, that would be extremely burdensome, if not impossible to get her there
from the Lee District section of FFX county. I'm not sure how any other family has managed to
make that work especially when both parents work full time outside the home (and the job is not in
Springfield). Since the county won't bus the kids there, there needs to be an alternative so that all
AAP students can take advantage of the program, not just those who already live in affluent
Springfield.

11/9/2017 9:46 AM

47 We prefer AAP services to be based at all home schools, not centers. All children benefit from
being in class with children of all ability levels.

11/9/2017 8:42 AM

48 I totally support a new AAP level IV to be open in our area. My daughter is just in Kindergarten but
if she is eligible, I would want the Edison area to have more resources for AAP and she wont miss
the opportunity of higher education.

11/9/2017 8:26 AM

49 Overcrowding at SEES must be addressed. Moreover, we were very disheartened to learn that our
child would have to leave the Edison pyramid to access the full AAP program. Option 2 would
allow for familes who already have children in SEES for grade 3 to choose which school would
better meet their needs, especially if younger siblings are also expected to qualify for Level IV
AAP. Bush Hill seems quite ready to take on this new challenge and SEES is bursting at the
seams.

11/9/2017 8:06 AM

50 Overcrowding at Springfield Estates is a very real problem and we appreciate that you are taking
action to address it.

11/9/2017 8:05 AM

51 All FCPS elementary schools should become level IV AAP schools. Having a two tier education
system is poor professional practice and damages the opportunities for a better education for all
children. AAP level IV should be the default.

11/9/2017 1:15 AM

52 In theory option two seems better because it allows greater choice, but if it would mean a large
extra expense because of lots of additional staff to have option two I would stick with option one.

11/8/2017 10:54 PM

53 My child is in 5th so I want him to finish at Springfield Estates. I do think opening a site at Bush Hill
makes sense for keeping children closer to home.

11/8/2017 10:49 PM

54 My child receives level IV services at Clermont and most likely would continue at Clermont. It
seems to me that Option 2 would allow parents to keep siblings together if moving to Bush Hill.

11/8/2017 10:35 PM

55 SEES is way too crowded. I support sending as many students as possible (including my child)
somewhere else.

11/8/2017 9:45 PM

56 It is irrelevant to our family, except for school overcrowding. 11/8/2017 9:04 PM

57 The current management (principal ) at Bush Hill is not capable of handling and administering this
important task. I strongly suggest for FCPS to consider another school for this important task.

11/8/2017 9:00 PM

58 Will Clermont still provide Level IV services? 11/8/2017 8:55 PM

59 I am in support of Bush Hill as an IV AAP site. Because it is a closer location for me, I would feel
good knowing that my child could spend precious time on academics vs. travel to Springfield
Estates.

11/8/2017 8:42 PM

60 This survey is unnecessarily complicated. It appears the option to select AAP school only applies
to SY18-19 rising 4th graders in the Edison pyramid.

11/8/2017 8:35 PM

61 AAP Center at Bush Hill will be a great deal for students, families, and communities. 11/8/2017 8:25 PM

62 Springfield estates is too far from our house. I am very much hoping for the 4th grade option to go
to Bush Hill

11/8/2017 8:23 PM

63 If older child who resides in the Edison pyramid attends level IV at Springfield Estates does not
choose or is not able to choose to move to Bush Hill level IV AAP, younger sibling who is also
eligible for level IV services must be offered option to also attend Springfield Estates level IV AAP.
If not, this family would have 4 siblings in 3 different elementary schools and could not properly
support PTAs or school events, let alone have VERY difficult logistical and financial challenges
getting children to school on time and picked up on time.

11/8/2017 8:08 PM
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64 If older child who resides in the Edison pyramid attends level IV at Springfield Estates does not
choose or is not able to choose to move to Bush Hill level IV AAP, younger sibling who is also
eligible for level IV services must be offered option to also attend Springfield Estates level IV AAP.
If not, this family would have 4 siblings in 3 different elementary schools and could not properly
support PTAs or school events, let alone have VERY difficult logistical and financial challenges
getting children to school on time and picked up on time.

11/8/2017 8:07 PM

65 Because some families have already revolved their schedules (work and childcare) around SEES
school time and other dynamics, I think it is only fair to give them more choice which Option 2
provides. In a few year, all those who are already "grandfathered" into SEES will eventually
graduate or move on to Bush Hill. Thank you for all your time and effort going into overcrowding at
SEES.

11/8/2017 7:54 PM

66 If my another kid can be at AAP. why we have to choose bush hill if we other kids already at
springfield Estates. Why both kids can not go to at same school? It will be life saver to have both
kids at same school.

11/8/2017 7:41 PM

67 Thank you for the information. Although I don’t have any children currently eligible, I believe my
first grader will be eligible in FY19 (to be determined by required testing). I welcome the idea of
her staying in her pyramid and going to a school that isn’t overly crowded.

11/8/2017 7:37 PM

68 No opinion on #5 due to grade of children (1st). 11/8/2017 7:25 PM

69 My child participates in Level IV at Clermont 11/8/2017 7:20 PM

70 Generally speaking if children are within a school year at SEES, my preference is to see them
finish their term at SEES. Children already at SEES should have the option to stay with SEES
through their term and incoming students above grade 3 should be able to go to whatever school
is appropriated for their residence.

11/8/2017 7:00 PM

71 I realize that SEES is overcrowded. I know there are problems with kids being brought into area
schools, even if they do not reside in the geographic boundaries of those schools - perhaps
addressing that issue could help alleviate the problem a bit. Regardless, I've seen very little to
convince me that the quality of education at a new program at Bush Hill could even begin to
approach that at SEES. I was speaking to some Twain parents - the consensus was you can
easily tell which school the Twain kids attended - the SEES kids are the best behaved, then
Clermont and then Bush Hill. I don't see that as a reflection of the kids, but of the
teachers/administration at those schools. The idea that somehow there's something detrimental
about mixing kids from different pyramids is ludicrous. I have a high school student who attended
SEES and continues to be friends with kids at Edison, Hayfield, Lee and TJ - they all benefited
from being around kids from different backgrounds - you'll be creating a fairly socially /racially
/economically homogenous group - very unfortunate for everyone.

11/8/2017 6:57 PM

72 I believe there should not be centers for Level IV and all schools should House their own
program!! Why is that not an option.

11/8/2017 6:48 PM

73 I'd like my child to still continue with Springfield Estates and see whether he somehow would like
to transfer, later. Currently he likes Springfield Estates and does not want to. On the other hand, I
would like to support Option 2 just to give that option to other families, who could send their current
AAP students to Bush Hill. Finally, I would like to ask whether some sort of a statistical inference is
drawn from FCPS student demographics database to see whether other grade levels could/should
be offered at Bush Hill, as well. If not, then maybe such an avenue should be assessed before
final decision. Thank you.

11/8/2017 6:47 PM

74 There is too much uncertainty in option 2 as far as class size and numbers where I think the
smartest option is to eliminate that risk and just start one class per year. If that variable unknown
could impact class sizes overall it could negatively impact the school. Bringing the AAP center
here is such a great idea but option one is definitely the more conservative approach which I think
is better to start small.

11/8/2017 6:44 PM

75 I prefer none of these options as it doesn't include the Hayfield pyramid. 11/8/2017 6:40 PM

76 I voted for option 1 because I think it will be the least disruptive and cost effective option, while
allowing both schools to make appropriate adjustments.

11/8/2017 6:36 PM

77 My older child could have gone to Springfield Estates. I chose not to send her because of the
distance. Bush Hill is a much better option!

11/8/2017 6:31 PM
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78 Bush Hill is a small, intimate community school and should remain as such. The strong sense of
community was one of the biggest factors in our decision to have our child attend BHES instead a
private school. Once this ball starts rolling, Bush Hill ES will end up just like Springfield Estates;
not small, not intimate, overcrowded, and no room. This is disheartening.

11/8/2017 6:30 PM

79 Wishing there could be more conversation about school based level IV . When they are supported,
they work quite well

11/8/2017 6:27 PM

80 Springfield Estates is too crowded! 11/8/2017 6:23 PM

81 Springfield Estates is so over crowded. Would be awesome if Bush Hill opened its doors. 11/8/2017 6:19 PM

82 As a member of the community, part of the charm of Bush Hill is that it is a small school. I support
this move, but do not want to see trailers at the school. At the meeting, the school said it had the
room to host this addition. I hope that this is true and the school doesn't get "too" big and lose its
charm.

11/8/2017 6:18 PM

83 Allowing 3rd & 4th graders to begin together enables differentiation and collaboration opportunities. 11/8/2017 6:11 PM

84 Hayfield is our base ES/high. I would love to see AAP programs represented in our pyramid. I wish
I knew the lack of services to meet her educational needs, at not only the ES, but middle and high
level, before buying my home. We will be moving out of the area for a few years and now that I
know the aap track for my child we will not be returning to the home/neighborhood that we love
due to the schooling. To have my daughter’s educational needs met my family life with 3 kids
becomes more complicated not just for ES years at SEES, but the rest of her schooling. I love
SEES and am very happy she is not in a special classroom of just level 4 at the base school. I am
ok with this special program during the younger years. I am very unhappy her needs cannot be
met 6-12 at Hayfield Secondary. Sad to see a county (One I also taught for) not treat each high
school pyramid with more equality.

11/8/2017 6:10 PM

85 It is time to have a center in our pyramid. It would benefit the community and the students. We
should not have to leave our pyramid for the students to have their needs met.

11/8/2017 6:09 PM

86 We think it's a great idea! My son is in K and my daughter will start school in 2 years and we're
excited that if either of them test into the program they will be able to attend their neighborhood
school. It's a win win. Always better to serve children in their own communities.

11/8/2017 6:07 PM

87 WHile this center is too late to impact my current level IV child, it could potentially impact my
younger child. I’m very supportive of opening this new center! If it had been available earlier we
most likely would have used it instead of keeping my child at Cameron for level IV services.

11/8/2017 6:03 PM

88 Would like to see the local level IV programs continue. 11/8/2017 6:02 PM

89 I would want the option of having a younger sibling attend the same AAP center. I am indifferent in
Bush Hill or SEES.

11/8/2017 6:02 PM

90 I prefer Clermont's program. Period. 11/8/2017 6:01 PM

91 The bus ride for students from Mount Eagle attending Springfield Estates is about an hour.
Anything that would decrease the length of the bus ride would be great!

11/8/2017 6:01 PM

92 Our pyramid is in need of a level IV school to better support eligible students. 11/8/2017 6:00 PM

93 I do not want Bush Hill to be large. It is our community school and I prefer it would be smaller. 11/8/2017 5:59 PM

94 I think each school should have a Level IV that is only available to those assigned to that school.
So, SEES would only have kids assigned to SEES in it's level IV classes and Bush Hill would have
a level IV for kids deisgnated to attend Bush Hill. I am not a fan of the center concept and think it
draws talent away from neighborhoods and inflates scores at some schools and deflates scores at
others.

11/8/2017 5:58 PM
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